RETAILERS HARNESS MOBILITY’S
POWERFUL POTENTIAL
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Harnessing the potential of a powerful, fast-changing phenomenon

F

or retailers, mobility is proving
to be (pardon the expression) a
moving target. It wasn’t so very
many years ago that the soaring
popularity of consumer smartphones kickstarted mobile commerce, with retailers
scrambling to build mobile apps and mobile-optimize their websites. The spread
of smartphones also put unprecedented
power into customers’ hands, giving them
the ability to compare products and check
prices anywhere and at any time.
As mobility demonstrated its staying
power, retailers began to realize that they
could use these devices to put data, operational and transactional capabilities into
the hands of their store associates, to some
extent restoring the “balance of power”
with customers while reaping the added
bonus of higher productivity and customer service levels. And just in case anyone
thinks things are slowing down, tablet devices are poised to literally and figuratively
become a bigger deal than smartphones,
further transforming the ways customers
shop and retailers operate.
Although mobility continues to be a volatile part of the landscape, retailers and technology vendors have already made significant strides in taming it and harnessing its
power. In the following pages, you’ll read
the latest thinking on how retailers can make
the most of their mobility initiatives, whether
they are just getting started or have already
been riding the mobile whirlwind for a while.
For this first annual 2011 Mobile Guide,
RIS News has identified three categories
where mobility is having the broadest impact on retail:
l Mobile Commerce: Selling to consumers through their own mobile devices via
downloadable mobile apps or mobile-optimized retailer websites.
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M o b i l e O p e r at i o n s

Power Shopping
Mobile store deployments enhance efficiency, enrich
the customer experience
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In the next 18 months retailers will sharply increase the
networked devices they
deploy in their stores. What are
the top issues and concerns they
should consider as they execute
their mobile operations strategy?
TAY L O R : Effective device management
is a key concern for any retailer who is introducing or expanding mobility within
their enterprise. Whereas traditional hardware lends itself more to centralized control as a fixed part of the network, wireless
devices depend more on proper user operation to maintain and improve enterprise
performance. For example, devices that get
switched off or are left uncharged can’t be
automatically engaged or updated.
Physical security is an issue; any type of
handheld is subject to misplacement or
theft, but tablets and other cool consumeroriented tools are especially hot targets for
thieves. And while in-store mobile devices
offer tremendous advantages for customer
engagement, associates need to know how
to leverage them.
All of this highlights the need to develop
comprehensive mobility strategies and
training programs before the devices are
deployed, and to reinforce them continually to build a culture of proper use.

GAETANO: The top issues and concerns
retailers will consider when integrating
mobile computing into their store strategy may hinge on the in-store network
infrastructure.
The proliferation of mobile devices in the
store will surely change the traditional
networking infrastructure everywhere.
There are considerations when deploying
wireless network devices and access points
throughout the stores that were just simply
not an issue in the past. How to ensure that
the mobile devices have the proper uptime
as well as the bandwidth to operate like
traditional in-store devices is going to be a
challenge. Most retailers still struggle with
in-store communications, and this will add
another layer above that which will also be
driven by the physical surroundings and
potentially competing consumer wireless
devices within close proximity.

R o u n d ta b l e Pa r t i c i pa n t s :

Duncan Taylor
Director of Product Management
Customer Transaction Solutions
Epicor Retail

Richard Gaetano
COO
Island Pacific

Mike Stinson
Vice President of Marketing
Motion Computing

Ted Ave-Lallemant
President
pcCashdrawer

“The proliferation of mobile devices in the store
will surely change the traditional networking infrastructure everywhere. There are considerations
when deploying wireless network devices and
access points throughout the stores that were just
simply not an issue in the past.”
— Richard Gaetano, Island Pacific

S T I N S O N : Retailers should ensure security, software compatibility and that
the necessary infrastructure support is in
place. For example, tablet PCs are available
with varying performance and operating
system options. Can information be secure
and protected? Will the tablet run the necessary software applications in order to get
the job done? Will it integrate easily into
the existing IT infrastructure?
Retailers also need to focus on finding and
deploying custom-fit solutions that are
specifically designed for their environments. Considerations should include:
• Durability – being able to withstand the
bumps and drops that occur every day
in mobile environments
• Integrated features – Bluetooth, wireless,
cameras, barcode scanners, RFID readers, magnetic stripe readers
• Ergonomics – built for mobility in that it
can’t be cumbersome or difficult to use,
e.g. lightweight, stylus input for more
precise input or signature capture, viewable display regardless of lighting conditions and large enough to view multiple
screens of data.
AV E - L A L L E M A N T: The deployment
of any technology, especially in distributed retail locations, brings a set of unique
requirements. Technology used by store
personnel must be totally reliable and secure. It must be easy to use and not require
any degree of technical expertise. It must
be able to be monitored, managed, and
updated from a central site with minimal
involvement from the store.
The iRegister Series for pcCashdrawer and
HP Slate use the remote systems management of vendor hardware and familiar
Microsoft Windows 7 OS and Windows 7
Embedded. This approach makes it easy

for retailers to introduce new mobile solutions yet take advantage of existing hardware and application infrastructure.
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What are the top benefits
retailers can expect to
achieve from a mobile operations deployment to stores,
and why?
STINSON: With smartphones and tablet PCs becoming ubiquitous as well as
more and more improvements to wireless connectivity and mobile broadband,
consumers have become accustomed to
around-the-clock access to information.
With more information than ever before
at their fingertips, consumers are less

patient and more apt to move on if their
needs are not immediately met. As such,
it’s essential for today’s retailers to equip
their workforce with the tools to keep
customers informed and engaged.
Mobility solutions empower store associates and knowledgeable advisors
with real-time information about products as well as providing the ability to
introduce new offerings and deliver
comparisons, creating more opportunities to upsell and cross-sell. This realtime access to information, coupled with
the ability to process payments from
virtually any location, reduces customer abandon rates, improves transaction
times, increases revenue per transaction
and enhances the store experience – improving overall customer satisfaction
and loyalty.

“Technology used by store personnel must be totally
reliable and secure. It must be easy to use and not
require any degree of technical expertise. It must be
able to be monitored, managed, and updated from
a central site with minimal involvement from the
store.”

— Ted Ave-Lallemant, pcCashdrawer

AVE-LALLEMANT: Sales revenue can be
raised by putting the buying decision closer
to where and when the shopper is located.
Mobile temporary pop-up stores, mobile
POS devices or mobile kiosks can be located
in the high traffic areas to capture convenience or impulse shopping. The use of tablets by sales associates allows them to close
the sale by providing merchandise videos,
product reviews, or by accessorizing the sale.
Driving costs down can be achieved by
using the same technology to perform
multiple tasks. The iRegister Series by pcCashdrawer consolidates both stationary
POS function and mobile tablet function
into a single platform. No longer will retailers need to purchase all-in-one systems
for checkout and handheld terminals for
mobile applications.

G A E TA N O : The top benefits retailers
can see by deploying a mobile strategy will
vary. Some retailers may be forced into
mobile computing because their customers
demand it and the retailer’s brand or image
necessitates the strategy. The concern about
being considered relevant by their customers is akin to peer pressure and cannot be
overlooked.
I believe the real benefit will be seen over
time in the way of more efficient processes,
quicker and more accurate stock positions
as well as cost-effective replacements for
line busting and clientele management.
The convergence of mobile computing and
the traditional POS devices is here. Expect
that the traditional POS will be replaced by
mobile kiosks and handheld devices that
are smarter, quicker to implement, more

“With more information than ever before at their
fingertips, consumers are less patient and more apt
to move on if their needs are not immediately met. As
such, it’s essential for today’s retailers to equip their
workforce with the tools to keep customers informed
and engaged.”

— Mike Stinson, Motion Computing

portable across stores and far less expensive to procure. Retailers need to maintain
higher customer service levels and mobile
will enable this like nothing else in the marketplace today.
TAYLOR: Mobility can benefit almost any
retail operation by improving productivity, and by genuinely inspiring customers with a level of service and quality of
engagement that is simply not available
through traditional means. The potential
efficiency gains are obvious. Being able
to collect, analyze and communicate data
on the fly supports faster, more accurate
decisions in response to changing conditions. This is now as true for regional
managers on the road, who no longer have
to depend on ‘sync when you get there’
laptops, as it has been for employees in
the distribution center.
But the gains to the business may be even
more substantial within the store. Associates armed with tablets are able to provide
their customers with a rich, seamless and
highly interactive experience that clearly
elevates and differentiates the retailer from
their non-mobile competitors. The customer is able to learn and see everything
they want to know about products, prices,
availability and alternatives in real-time,
without ever being abandoned; to complete transactions without multiple stops
and waits; and to relate strongly to a business with the same ‘right-here, right-now’
information and the same cool devices that
she herself depends on everyday.
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How can retailers successfully deal with network security, on-device security
and data security?

G A E TA N O : Security should be at the
top of every retailer’s list when deploying
any new technology, especially one that

is typically wireless and often involves
a customer initiated transaction. All that
being said, extending your wired network
infrastructure wirelessly is something that
can be done with relative ease.

“Being able to collect, analyze and communicate
data on the fly supports faster, more accurate
decisions in response to changing conditions.”
— Duncan Taylor, Epicor Retail

However, on-device and data security is
more of an unknown. The reality is that
mobile devices are being deployed and
used faster than PCI standards around
mobile computing are being written. The
approach one takes with the current network hardening and PCI/PA-DSS certification should be followed as much as
possible, as this space is quickly changing
every day. Retailers should ensure that the
devices are transmitting encrypted data,
and where possible make sure that the
mobile devices themselves are not storing
customer sensitive data in the local tables
on the devices.

Computrace elements in the BIOS of the
HP Slate 2 provide additional optional protection, especially for remote security management. A TPM Embedded Security Chip
protects data – from e-mail to information
on the hard drive. Embedded Security for
HP ProtectTools provides user control and
management of the TPM chip to increase
secure user authentication, improve personal secure drive integrity, secure e-mail
and support protected digital certificate
applications.

come with integrated security features,
such as the Trusted Platform Module
(TPM), which provide secure information management and enhanced business
protection. There are also many software
solutions, such as Computrace, for enhanced data protection, improved IT asset management and managed computer
theft recovery. It’s important for companies to have the ability to track, manage
and secure sensitive data, whether or not
the device is on or off the network.

AVE-LALLEMANT: The iRegister for HP
Slate 2 takes advantage of the built-in security provided by HP. HP Connection
Manager offers easy control over wireless connections including WiFi, Ethernet, Bluetooth or optional 3G Mobile
Broadband. The MSR can be used in either
encrypted or non-encrypted mode. The
MSR supports Triple DES Encryption and
DUKPT Key Management.

STINSON: As retailers handle very sensitive information relating to customer
information, credit card payments, etc.,
security is an extremely important part
of any mobility deployment. Microsoft’s
Windows operating system is still very
prevalent in the majority of today’s retailers because of the manageability and the
additional security benefits it provides.
Retailers should also look for devices that

TAYLOR: Mobility poses a number of
security challenges that may intimidate
first-time adopters. Access is one concern
– determining and controlling who can
use the network and with what devices.
Security architecture and protocols must
prevent the exposure of retail data and
processes to unauthorized individuals,
and adequate intrusion detection capabilities must be maintained to quickly
and consistently control threats.

“While the [security] issues are real, they can all be
met effectively with proper planning, strategies and
technology, such as system-wide tokenization as a
means of addressing PCI requirements. These measures are proving to be very modest investments
when compared to the advantages gained.”
— Duncan Taylor, Epicor Retail

Device theft is another issue; physical
and policy safeguards must be implemented to minimize this risk. And of
course, mobile devices impose additional
considerations for managing PCI compliance. Yet while the issues are real, they
can all be met effectively with proper
planning, strategies and technology, such
as system-wide tokenization as a means
of addressing PCI requirements. These
measures are proving to be very modest investments when compared to the
advantages gained. l

Mobile COMMERCE

Think Like a Mobile Shopper
Customers’ mobile device usage models should shape retailers’ m-commerce strategies

1

Most retailers jump into
mobile commerce by getting their websites optimized for mobile browsing. What
are important considerations
when taking this step, and what
steps should come next?
MANZ: First and foremost, it’s important
to define your goals prior to moving into
any mobile project. It’s very tempting to
look at mobile as an additional channel and
revenue stream, and to drive your key feature requirements based on the expectation
of new transactions and revenue. While
there are a handful of retailers in specialized markets – those with a younger demographic buyer or flash sale sites – who are
seeing upwards of 15 percent of their revenue from their mobile site, we haven’t yet
seen this type of traction with transaction
activity across the board. Universally, the
mobile device is an opportunity to provide
a higher level of service through shopper

R o u n d ta b l e Pa r t i c i pa n t s :

convenience features, ultimately driving
engagement and loyalty.
G O L D M A N : When creating a mobile
site, retailers should keep in mind the importance of designing and programming a
site that is compatible with most, if not all,
mainstream smartphones and tablets. The
layout would need to conform to a smaller
screen-size for ease of use and navigation,
and the checkout screen should be modified so it flows without leaving the screen,
in a vertical manner. For SEO, search engine
common practice standards and algorithm
guidelines should be addressed, enabling
the site to appear in more searches.
R O Z E N B E R G : Understand that ‘optimize for mobile browsing’ isn’t ‘redesign
for a small screen.’ Crystallize the two or
three use cases that the audience is trying to
achieve when mobile. Streamline the site to
those, reduce clicks and simplify the experience. In addition, address discoverability:
Ensure the site is discoverable by typing
the retailer’s name into a search engine or

“Your order of priority should be first that it
works, secondly that it’s fast, and then everything
else. Crashing apps and poor performance have
doomed many mobile releases by frustrating
shoppers.” — Lelah Manz, Akamai Technologies

Lelah Manz
Chief Strategist, eCommerce
Akamai Technologies

Ian Goldman
President/CEO
Celerant Technology Corp.

Amir Rozenberg
Product Manager
Compuware

Scott Pearson
CEO
Retaligent a Raymark Company

Oren Betzaleli
EVP, Head of Products
and Marketing
Retalix

“Although most new phones can display full-size
websites, a mobile site should be reformatted
to fit in a display area that conforms to a smaller screen size, and certain functionality that is
deemed unnecessary in a mobile environment
should be removed. With this optimization, the
overall consumer experience is improved.”
— Ian Goldman, Celerant Technology

even typing ‘xyz.com’. Detect and redirect
mobile users to the mobile page from every
landing page.
Ensure with these minimal set of components that the site performs well at all times,
whether it’s delivered by the retailer or third
parties. And leverage browser and device
technology, such as the new technology
that automates the process of bookmarking.
Whatever the success criteria is, retailers
executing the above considerations can be
much more successful.
PEARSON: Simplification is key to optimization for mobile browsing. Considering
the small screens on most mobile devices,
it’s important to adapt your website’s format to make browsing an easy and enjoyable experience. Make redirection to your
mobile site automatic, but don’t neglect to
allow access to the full site. Also, remember
that actions like scrolling and zooming can
be challenging or impossible on some devices. Consider the feasibility of native apps
for the most common platforms, or leverage
style sheets to provide a more consistent
user experience for each OS. In streamlining your site, keep only the most impactful
features and content.

Next, consider the key features your customers want: the ability to research products
and to complete the sale online or to view
availability in nearby stores. Availability
checking is enhanced on mobile devices
by using location-based services, which
automatically recognize the customer’s
current location to propose nearby stores.
Customers frequently turn to their mobile
devices when considering an in-store purchase, so reviews and community feedback
are also important to provide on mobile
commerce sites.
Lastly, although perhaps most importantly,
provide information gleaned from across
all channels. Mobile applications should be
designed to augment the in-store experience
as well as provide e-commerce capabilities.
Make sure your mobile solutions are not
tied solely to online channel product information and inventory.
BETZALELI: While it’s good for retailers
to have optimized sites, this is only a first
step and not the real strength for mobile. A
prime focus for retailers should be developing apps to be used during the shopping
cycle; otherwise, shoppers will use apps
from other app providers.

Also, customers tend to think and act locally. Retail is still a mostly local experience.
Shoppers want a seamless, personalized
experience across multiple touchpoints to
enhance the feeling that ‘this is my store’.
The retailers who succeed most with mobile
will be those who have the business and infrastructure flexibility to provide the shopper personalized offerings that enhance the
positive relationship and brand experience
the shopper already has with them, and also
entice new customers with that superior
experience.
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Mobile apps can be used
to draw customers into
stores, and once they’re
inside they can be used to engage them. What are some
things retailers can do to help
make this happen?

PEARSON: Mobile apps can augment
the in-store experience by engaging
customers using automated clienteling communications, sending them
personalized product recommendations and offers when they enter the
store. Leveraging check-in capabilities
and other ties to social media are a
great way to build brand and product
awareness among the social circles of
your most loyal customers. Make sharing easy by providing the ability to
scan barcodes or products, add them to
wish lists and post directly to customers’ Facebook walls. Retailers could
also enable customers to monitor their
loyalty accounts and reward customers
for their social sharing activities.
Apps aren’t only for customers: associates can also be equipped with mobile

“Provide information gleaned from across all channels. Mobile applications should be designed to
augment the in-store experience as well as provide
e-commerce capabilities. Make sure your mobile solutions are not tied solely to online channel product
information and inventory.”

devices for in-store clienteling. Make
good sales associates great by equipping them with customer and product
information at their fingertips. Associates can use clienteling to capture preferences and purchases, and then use
that information to further influence
sales and build relationships through
effective outreach to bring customers
back into the store.
MANZ: The app or site’s ability to help
a shopper find a location and check inventory and pricing is now table stakes
functionality for any retailer. Given
the price sensitivity of shoppers – 52
percent of shoppers cited finding a
better price online as their reason for
in-store abandonment, according to a
recent comScore survey – retailers are
also extending deals to those shoppers
in or near their stores through applications like shopkick.
To go further, providing service and
convenience through mobile devices
can encourage engagement both on
and offline. Focus on how you can
eliminate just one or two steps from
a customer ’s buying experience. Walgreens’ prescription refill application
is a great example of using the mobile
device for a higher level of service and
convenience for the shopper, ultimately
driving their shopper into their stores
versus a competitor across the street.

— Scott Pearson, Retaligent

R O Z E N B E R G : The two key factors
are handling awareness and privacy.
Regarding awareness, there are many
successful examples of driving adoption by tuning the marketing initiatives to reflect the value delivered to
the user. With privacy, there are varying levels of awareness and concern.
Transparency about A, How does the
information translate into value to the
user?, and B, how securely is information handled?, are key to success in
this area.
BETZALELI: When shoppers use mobile apps, they think of several things.
One is potential savings in the form
of coupons, deals, and price comparisons. Another is readying themselves
to shop in a better way: shopping lists,
finding stores, finding product information, and so on. A third area is improving their shopping experience,
meaning spending less time in line,
being able to make a quicker and easier
payment, easily getting information
about where a product is located in
the store, and getting relevant product
information while shopping.
We think retailers should focus on the
areas where they can provide unique
value. The most obvious area is the
shopping experience. Retailers can
control nearly every aspect of their
stores and the shopping process, so

each moment a shopper is in the store
is an opportunity to do something
unique and positive to increase the sale
and improve customer satisfaction.
As pertains to savings, competition
affects the way the game is played,
so a retailer ’s unique value is in their
ability to personalize their offers based
on the consumer information they
own. They can also make the coupon
redemption process as smooth as possible for their customers. Being mobile
coupon-friendly is a must.
As the customer readies themselves
to shop, the retailer must make sure
the information the shopper seeks is
easily accessible, ideally via the retailer ’s own app, and also completely
accurate and timely. Having seamless
enterprise software that presents ‘one
version of the truth’ across all touchpoints is a real benefit.
To perform well in each of these three
areas, it’s important to maintain cons i s t e n c y a c ro s s y o u r m a n y v a r i e d
channels and customer touchpoints
– avoid the development of isolated
mobile capabilities. In short, focus on
your strong areas, personalize your offerings, and provide uniform data and
a consistent experience in every way
you touch your customers.
GOLDMAN: Mobile applications that
may be accessed directly from a smartphone or tablet device should work to
benefit customer retention and provide
an incentive for shopping. Barcoded
promotions may be used for in-store
specials that may be scanned directly
from a mobile device to receive on-thespot discounts off selected products.
Store information regarding hours of
operation and additional locations
may also be used to market additional
opportunities to shoppers.
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Ease of use is a must for
mobile sites, but many retailers have taken the path
of least resistance and have not
optimized their mobile sites for
a good customer experience.
What can they do to make the
mobile experience more convenient and easier?
M A N Z : Your order of priority should
be first that it works, secondly that it’s
fast, and then everything else. Crashing apps and poor performance have
doomed many mobile releases by frustrating shoppers. In fact we know that 61
percent of users who experience frustration with a site that is not optimized are
unlikely to return.
It is also key to understand the device in
the hands of your shopper. As you move
through your mobile strategy there are
great opportunities to provide unique
experiences that target the user and device based on context. As an example,
Walmart is releasing two mobile applications with voice and budgeting tools. The
iPhone app recognizes that its shopper is
likely on the go, perhaps even using the

device in one of their stores. The functions it provides are based on that assumption – audio-driven shopping lists
and the ability to search for products’
aisle location in their local store. Their
new iPad app on the other hand assumes
your shopper is home on the couch and
browsing through products and deals.
Bottom line: make sure it works, make it
fast, and know the device.
G O L D M A N : Although most new
phones can display full-size websites, a
mobile site should be reformatted to fit in
a display area that conforms to a smaller
screen size, and certain functionality
that is deemed unnecessary in a mobile
environment should be removed. With
this optimization, the overall consumer
experience is improved; enabling users
to more easily view product information
and make purchases directly from their
mobile devices.
R O Z E N B E R G : As mentioned earlier,
the key factors are:
• Addressing the use case, streamlining
and simplifying the experience
• Ensuring discoverability
• Ensuring the site performs as expected
at all times
• Leveraging latest browser and device

technology to simplify the experience
and tune it to the users’ context, as well
as make it easier for the user to visit the
site frequently.
P E A R S O N : What customers are accustomed to in the desktop experience
becomes cumbersome on their mobile
devices, so it’s important for retailers to
pay particular attention to ease of use
on these smaller screens. To encourage
customers to visit mobile sites frequently,
the experience must be as simple as possible. However, many retailers don’t have
the expertise required to optimize their
websites for mobile devices. One recommendation would be to partner with solution providers familiar with the mobile
arena, or who can provide white-label
apps or mobile sites created specifically
for multi-channel retail.
Testing sites across multiple devices
can easily be accomplished using emulators, and is an important task to
ensure that the mobile experience is
optimal for all your customers. Most
importantly, create clear and measurable goals at the beginning of your mobile optimization project, and never
stop monitoring the success of your
site and making adjustments to achieve
your objectives. l

“We think retailers should focus on the areas where
they can provide unique value. Retailers can control
nearly every aspect of their stores and the shopping
process, so each moment a shopper is in the store is
an opportunity to do something unique and positive
to increase the sale and improve customer satisfaction.”

— Oren Betzaleli, Retalix

SOLUTIONS GUIDE

Mobile Solutions Guide
Companies offering m-commerce, m-operations and m-marketing
In this first annual 2011 Mobile Guide, RIS News is focusing
on three core areas of mobility in retail: commerce, operations and marketing. Whether they’re trying to make sales,
streamline their workforce or reach out to consumers, retailers are fully focused on mobile in 2011, and it seems that
momentum is only going to continue to pick up.
The chart below lists 32 major providers of mobile solu-

tions. These providers offer mobile solutions in up to three
areas of mobility: m-commerce, which extends e-commerce
capabilities to consumers’ smartphones and tablets; moperations, which allows retailers to manage their enterprise
from the supply chain to the store floor with mobile devices;
and m-marketing, which lets retailers advertise straight to
consumers’ devices. l

T hi s c ha rt is a c om pa ris on g u id e of pr od uc t spec ific ations a nd func tio n ali ti es i n
a specific category to help retailers begin their search for vendors in the RFP process. The chart is not a comprehensive resource. Please visit vendor web sites for
further information.

Company Name/Website
2Ergo
www.2ergo.com

M-COMMERCE

M-OPERATIONS

l

l

Agilysys
www.agilysys.com

l

Airwatch
www.air-watch.com

l

Akamai
www.akamai.com
SEE AD ON PG 13

l

Applied Data Corp
www.ad-c.com
ATG
www.oracle.com

l
l

M-MARKETING

Company Name/Website

M-COMMERCE

Billing Revolution
www.billingrevolution.com

l

Cardinal Commerce
www.cardinalcommerce.com

l

Celerant
www.celerant.com
SEE AD ON PG 17

l

Cisco
www.cisco.com

l

M-OPERATIONS

l

CodeBroker
www.codebroker.com

l

CompuWare
www.compuware.com
SEE AD ON PAGE 15
Digby
www.digby.com

M-MARKETING

l
l

l

Epicor
www.epicor.com
SEE AD ON PG 5

l

HP
www.hp.com

l

IBM
www.ibm.com

l

Insite Software
www.insitesoft.com

l

l

Inkhouse Agency
www.inkhouse.net

l

l

l

Island Pacific
www.islandpacific.com
SEE AD ON PG 9

l

Magstar
www.magstarinc.com

l

Company Name/Website

M-OPERATIONS

M-MARKETING

Microsoft
www.microsoft.com

l

l

MicroStrategy
www.microstrategy.com
SEE AD IN PG 3

l

l

Motion Computing
www.motioncomputing.com
SEE AD IN PG 7

l

l

Natural Insight
www.naturalinsight.com
SEE AD IN PG 11

l

OneView
www.oneviewsystems.com

l

PCMS
www.pcmsdatafit.com
SEE AD ON PG 10

l

Raymark
www.raymark.com
SEE AD ON PG 18

M-COMMERCE

l

l

RBM
www.rbmtechnologies.com

l

Retalix
www.retalix.com
SEE AD ON PG 19

l

Sybase
www.sybase.com

l

Usablenet
www.usablenet.com

l

Volusion
www.volusion.com

l

l

l

l
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Island Pacific
The one that works

